SORS: Speed-up Solving Linear Systems via Composition of Clans
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Abstract: Decomposition is a basic approach to speed-up solving sparse systems on parallel-architectures. Though classic task of a matrix (graph) decomposition is known to be hard. A new kind of decomposition into clans is offered which complexity is linear in the number of nonzero elements. The technique is applicable for solving sparse systems over arbitrary rings (fields) with sign. Analysis of collections of matrices for real-life application shows that lots of matrices are decomposable into clans. A minimal clan size of the decomposition restricts the granulation of the technique. The system decomposition into clans is represented by a weighted graph. The task of constructing a sequence of systems of lower dimension is called an optimal collapse of a weighted graph. Upper and lower bounds for the collapse width, corresponding to the maximal dimension of systems, are derived. A heuristic greedy algorithm of (quasi) optimal collapse is presented and validated statistically. Then the parallel-sequential composition of the system clans is studied. A solver ParAd for Diophantine homogeneous systems is implemented to run on parallel architectures using a two-level parallelization concept: MPI is applied for solving systems for clans using a parallel-sequential composition on distributed-memory computing nodes, while OpenMP is applied in solving a single indecomposable system on a single node using multiple cores. A dynamic task-dispatching subsystem is developed for distributing systems on nodes in the process of compositional solution. Computational speedups are obtained on a series of test examples, e.g., illustrating that the best value constitutes up to 45 times speedup obtained on 5 nodes with 20 cores each.
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